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A 'charming' lodge
bites the dust

AFTER tbe excellent restoration of Chessel Lodge at the top
Chessel Avenue, we have just witnessed the demolition of

Brownlow Lodge, Peartree Avenue, Bitterae, Southampton.
By the passing of this -a*.,-.-

charming lodge, with its demolished, and the estate
decorated chimney, we have broken-up.
lost the last link with the Unemployment among the

old Brownlow Estate. working class was bad during
The mansion at Brownlow ^jg period, but the "well to

was built in the 1830s, and do" seems to have been " hard
was situated immediately up" gg well
south of Bitterne Vicarage ' , •;'
gardens, near the junction of _JS£ 8™^ , estates in
Brownlow Avenue and Deacon Bitterne, particularly Bitterne
Crescent Grove and Chessel, appear to

Browniow Estate had two have been pruned somewhat
entrances. One was at the during this time, when Britain s
lodge already mentioned, and competitors had our claim of
was connected to the house by benog The Workshop of the
a long sweeping drive; and the World ipoking more than a
other was from Bursledon llttle doubtful.
Road, near Whites Road. Brownlow Lodge now be-

The house was occupied by came a part of the Tryer-
the Hoare family for most of mayne Estate. A small part of
its short life. the Tryermayne house still

During the "Great De- exists behind the shop fronts
pression" of 1873 to 1895 the of O'Dell's shops, at the top of
house seems to have become Lances Hill. Tryermayne, by
the victim of a shortage of the way, was originally called
money. The house was Lancehill, very appropriate. j

1 "—*"""* ~~ • Then in 1906, a new Brown-'
low House was built by Mr.
Buckmll, and the Brownlow
Lodge became part of this
estate. The estate will be the
site for the new Church of j
England School in Bitterne. to j
be commenced later this year.

The name " Brownlow"
comes from the name of the
Bishop of Winchester, Brown-
low North, who was allocated
this land under the Enclosure
of Bitterne Common Act of
1814. He was the half brother
of Lord North, the British
Prime Minister^,

Lord North, when asked in
Parliament why he chose his
brother as the new Bishop of
Winchester, retorted that he
could see no better reason for
his choice.

I enclose two photographs
of Brownlow Lodge. — JOHN
HOLT (Gladstone Road,

i Sholing, Southampton).
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